
 

ESA OFFICIALS TO BE APPOINTED AT AFFILIATED EVENTS

 
 
 

 TD from the National TD Panel who has particular responsibility for all technical
 matters and ensuring that the event runs according to ESA 
will be responsible for supervising the Assistant
to ESA. The TD will also take responsibility for the higher classes offered by the Event.
 
 Assistant TD from the Candidate Nationa
assume responsibility for the lower classes offered by the Event, and report to the
 
 Event Steward from the Candidate National or National Eventing Stewards Panel. 
Responsible for the correct scoring and t
been appointed, in conjunction with the relevant TD.
that athletes conform to ESA rules, and for the welfare of the horse.
 
 Ground Jury from the Candidate National or National Ground Jury Panel.  Responsible for 
the Judging of all three phases for CNC*, CNC** and CNC
be from the National Panel. The other GJ member to be from the Candidate National or 
National GJ Panel.  If numbers are low in the CNC classes, then the EV 100 classes could 
also be judged by the GJ. 
 
 Course Designer from the Candidate National CD Panel, for EV 90 and below, and from 
the National CD Panel for EV 100 and above.
 
Event Dressage Judges from Dressage SA’s Judges Panels. For the judging of the lower 
grades Dressage.  (Hopefully only needed until we have sufficient GJ Panel members)

NOTES 

1. Lower classes( EV 60 – EV 100) to be run with Pure Dressage Judges for Dressage, relevant 

TD and Steward 

2. Until GJ numbers increase, CNC*

3. The idea of having an Assistant 

and passing up to 6 or 7 XC courses is near impossible).  Also an excellent way o

inexperienced TDs, under

responsible for 2 courses/grades.

4. The Stewards role will be to assume most of the duties done by the Cross Country Judge

and some of an FEI Eventing Stewards duties. 

5. Ground Jury members will continue to be drawn from the Dressage Judge ranks, as has 

happened up to now.  It is highly unlikely that 

Dressage, in order to become GJ members.  
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